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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a tree-structured multi-
class classifier to identify annotations and overlapping
text from machine printed documents. Each node of the
tree-structured classifier is a binary weak learner. Un-
like normal decision tree(DT) which only considers a
subset of training data at each node and is susceptible
to over-fitting, we boost the tree using all training data
at each node with different weights. The evaluation of
the proposed method is presented on a set of machine-
printed documents which have been annotated by mul-
tiple writers in an office/collaborative environment.

1. Introduction

In recent years, many information retrieval (IR)

systems for machine printed text data have been de-

signed based on advances in optical character recogni-

tion (OCR) and IR techniques. These successes have

motivated larger efforts at converting documents into

digital format. However, the retrieval of annotated ma-

chine printed documents which contain both machine

printed and handwritten text is still a challenge.

In many applications, we may have a mixture of both

machine printed text and handwriting within a single

document and we may be interested in who signed a

document or what was written on a document and re-

trieve documents annotated by a particular author or

with a specific annotation. Handwritten text identifi-

cation or separation of ink from mixed documents is a

necessary prior step to achieving this objective.

Text identification, especially handwriting identifi-

cation, can be traced back to the early work on ex-

traction and recognition of handwritten ZIP codes from

mail pieces [8]. Much of the research on handwrit-

ing identification follows document layout analysis and

zone classification: a document is segmented into

words, lines and zones [6, 5]. The locations of these

zones point to where handwritten information can be

found. There have been relatively fewer efforts at iden-

tification of handwritten text or ink from mixed docu-

ments. In [12], Zheng et al. proposed a two step ap-

proach to identify three different types of patches in

mixed documents. By projecting each word horizon-

tally, Guo and Ma separated handwritten material from

documents using a hidden Markov model [4].

In the case of annotated documents, the imbalance

between handwritten and machine printed text is a seri-

ous problem. Generally, the amount of machine printed

text is much more than the handwritten annotations and

will dominate in the data set. If even a small propor-

tion of machine printed text is misclassified as hand-

written text, it is still a significant number in compari-

son to handwritten samples and leads to relatively low

precision [12] for identification of handwritten annota-

tions. To overcome the imbalanced data set issue in a

form classification problem, a tree-based classification

algorithm was introduced in [11], which proposed a hi-

erarchical classification model to classify different tax

forms using binary Regularized Least Square classifiers

and K-nearest-neighbor classifiers in each tree node.

Other boost tree classifiers that are attracting research

interest in the pattern recognition and computer vision

communities can be extended to the field of document

analysis as well[10, 9].

The imbalanced data set problem is amplified even

further when we consider annotations that overlap ma-

chine printed text. In order to classify machine printed

text, handwritten text and overlapped text (as shown in

Fig 1) and overcome the imbalanced data set problem,

we describe a tree-structured classifier which consists

of binary weak classifiers. At each node, we convert a

multi-class problem to a bi-class problem by merging

all classes except the major class to a single class.

Over-fitting is a potential drawback of a tree-

structured classifier because it considers only a subset of
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training data at each node and loses the general distribu-

tion of the whole data set[3]. Inspired by the Adaboost

algorithm which uses and updates the distribution of all

training data in each round and is less subject to over-

fitting , we propose a new mechanism to train the weak

classifier for each node of the tree-structured classifier.

Section 2 introduces the structure of our tree-

structured classifier and the procedure used for learning

and testing. Section 3 shows the details of experiments,

including feature extraction, experimental set up and re-

sults. Section 4 presents our conclusions.

Figure 1. Samples of machine printed text,
handwritten text and overlapped text

2. Tree-structured Classifier

The merit of the tree-structured classifier is that it

balances the positive and negative samples by merg-

ing the classes in the lower level of the tree [11] and

its training error can be made to decrease exponentially

[3]. Normally, a divide-and-conquer strategy is used to

build the tree. The underlying principle of this divide-

and-conquer approach is that if current classifier can-

not separate the training set with high accuracy, the set

is separated into several smaller clusters and classifiers

(may differ from previous classifier) are used for each

new cluster. Thus, a tree-structured classifier recur-

sively focuses locally on the data set as the tree grows

deeper and can achieve high training accuracy. How-

ever, a node of a tree-structured classifier loses distri-

bution information from the entire data set and is very

susceptible to over-fitting.

2.1 Structure of the classifier

To preserve the advantage of tree-structured classi-

fier and overcome the over-fitting problem, we design

a boosting algorithm which has a tree structure and can

be also viewed as a combination of cascade classifiers.

Assuming that there are n classes and a total num-

ber of m samples in the training data set χ, each sample

is associated with a normalized weight wi which mea-

sures the importance of the sample. Our tree-like clas-

sifier’s job is to find a hypothesis H : xi → yi ∈ Γ =
{1, · · · , n}, which maps sample xi to a target label yi

in label set Γ.

Firstly, we define the structure of the tree-like clas-

sifier. Each node N(i, j) of the tree corresponds to a

weak classifier hi,j(·), where i indicates the level of the

node and j shows the index of the node in this level.

Note that even an empty node is assigned an index num-

ber in the tree. Then the left child’s index of a node

N(i, j) is N(i + 1, 2j) and the right child’s index of

node N(i, j) is N(i + 1, 2j + 1). Each leaf node in the

tree corresponds to a target label.

Figure 2. An example of tree-like classi-
fier. In each node, minority classes are
merged to a single class and represented
as a blue rectangle. Majority class is rep-
resented as a white rectangle.

Unlike other algorithms that handle multi-class clas-

sification using multi-class weak classifiers at each node

or each level, we propose to convert our multi-class

classification problem to a two-class classification prob-

lem at each node. We will determine which class is the

major class, and all other classes are considered as the

minor class.

For a given node N(i, j), the summation of the sam-

ple weights from each class measures the majority of

this node.

m(i, j) = arg max
t∈Γ

m∑
k=0,yk=t

wk (1)

Fig.2 shows an example of the tree structure and how to

convert multi-class to bi-class problem.

2.2 Learning & Testing Procedure

The normal recursive learning procedure is to split

the source set of the parent node into subsets for child
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nodes based on the parent node’s classification test.

Given the training set χ̂ for a parent node N(i, j), each

child node has a subset:

N(i + 1, 2j) : x ∈ χ̂+ | hi,j(x) < t

N(i + 1, 2j + 1) : x ∈ χ̂− | hi,j(x) > t

where t is a threshold for weak classifier hi,j(x) and

χ̂ = χ̂+ ∪ χ̂− is satisfied.

As mentioned earlier, this splitting method is prone

to over-fitting. Since Adaboost is less susceptible to

over-fitting, we integrate a cascade decision mechanism

which is similar to Adaboost’s boosting algorithm into

the tree-structured classifier to overcome the over-fitting

problem. As noted in [2], the effect of updating the dis-

tribution of training data in Adaboost algorithm is to in-

crease the weight of examples misclassified by ht, and

to decrease the weight of correctly classified examples.

Thus, the weight tends to concentrate on ”hard” exam-

ples.

So, rather than split the training data set and assign a

subset to a child node, we propose to use all the training

data at each node during recursive learning but assign

different weights to them according to their attributes.

For a given parent node N(i, j), we train the weak

classifier hi,j(·) using weighted training samples χ̂ with

their weights ŵ and calculate the threshold t for this

node.

The weight of training samples at the left child node

N(i + 1, 2j) is updated as:

wi =

{
ŵi | hi,j(xi) < t

α · ŵi · exp{−( hi,j(xi)−t
o max−hi,j(xi)

)2} | hi,j(xi) > t

(2)

Similarly, the weight of training samples for the right

child node is updated as:

wi =

{
ŵi | hi,j(xi) > t

α · ŵi · exp{−( t−hi,j(xi)
hi,j(xi)−omin

)2} | hi,j(xi) < t

(3)

where omax and omin are maximum and minimum out-

put of hi,j(·) of the parent node given the training sam-

ples. The weight for all training samples are initially set

to be 1
m in our experiment.

The purity p of the node is used as our stopping crite-

ria for each node N(i, j) and updated according to the

level of the node to avoid over-fitting as described in

following equation:

m∑
k=0,yk=m(i,j)

wk > p · e− i
λ (4)

where i is the level of the node N(i, j), p is a pre-

defined constant purity threshold (may differ for differ-

ent classes), λ is the parameter to control the conver-

gence of training procedure and m(i, j) is the majority

of current node as defined in Equation 1. Equation 4

illustrates that if the ratio of majority is higher than the

purity threshold, a leaf is achieved and its majority id is

assigned as the target label of this leaf node.

The testing procedure is similar to the training phase

which starts from the root node and achieves one of the

child nodes according to the classification test at each

parent node. The truth label of the test sample is as-

signed as the label of the leaf node which is achieved.

3 Experiments

The data used for the experiments is a set of 82 anno-

tated office documents from the HP Labs data set which

consists of binarized images scanned at a resolution of

300 dpi. This extremely imbalanced data set contains

over 25000 machine printed text patches, about 3200

handwritten text patches and less than 400 overlapped

text patches. We used 54 documents for training and

the remaining for testing.

Prior to classification, a morphology closing opera-

tion was applied to merge small characters to patches

which approximately represent words. These patches

are the basic unit in our system. At each patch, we ex-

tracted patch level features, connected component fea-

tures and Gabor features as described in [7]. The tree-

structured classifier was built as described in Section 2.

A modified public ANN tool, FANN [1], was used in

our experiments using one hidden layer to train the bi-

nary weak learner for each node. The test samples were

labeled using this classifier in the same manner.

We measured the performance of the proposed sys-

tem using precision and recall metrics. Precision for

machine printed text in our system is the ratio of patches

which are correctly classified as machine printed text to

all patches which are classified as machine print. Recall

for machine printed text is the ratio of patches which are

correctly classified as machine printed text to all ma-

chine printed patches in the test set. The same metrics

were applied to handwritten text and overlapped text.

In table 1, we compared the proposed tree-structured

classifier to a normal decision tree classifier which has

a similar training phase but without using updated dis-

tribution for training samples, and a backpropagation

Neural Network classifier which is implemented using

FANN. We see that the Neural Network cannot iden-

tify handwritten text and overlapped text very well on

this imbalanced set because it tends to focus on the ma-

jority class (machine printed text) and loses informa-

tion about the minority classes (handwritten text and

overlapped text). Normal decision tree can achieve
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Table 1. The analysis of system performance
BP Neural network Normal DT Proposed method

Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

Machine-printed 99.29 95.07 99.40 97.84 99.61 98.74

Handwritten 77.48 89.94 91.04 90.66 92.89 93.67

Overlapped 33.54 77.48 40.61 80.30 57.29 83.33

Overall N/A 87.50 N/A 89.60 N/A 91.91

slightly better identification performance because as the

tree grows deeper, the possibility of focusing on mi-

nority classes increases as well. However, our pro-

posed tree-structured classifier had an overall recall of

91.91% which outperformed backpropagation neural

network (87.5%) and DT (89.6%) and also significantly

increased the precision, especially for overlapped text.

The mis-classification in our system is mainly from

machine printed symbols and punctuation marks such

as comma and period which are classified as handwrit-

ten dots. The imbalanced data set problem which causes

the low precision of overlapped text can be overcome by

adding more such samples into the training set.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a tree-structured classifier

that can take advantage of the global distribution of

training samples. The distributions (weights) of train-

ing samples are updated based on the classification test

at each node during the training phase. Experiments

show that the proposed method is more reliable for ex-

tremely imbalanced data sets when compared to normal

decision tree and other classifiers.
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